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“Justice for the poor and needy”

Each morning Brother Martin, the youngest of the novices, went out begging for the monastery.

After several months he had developed a daily route. From a few kind shopkeepers he received a

few coins. The baker always provided a few loaves of bread. Most of the food Martin received came

from poor people, who gave cheerfully.

   Though  his  daily  route  took  him  past  the  office  of  a  lawyer  named  Grubbs,  Martin  never

approached him. Grubbs was a man who made most of his living renting run-down homes to the

poor. Townspeople knew him as the biggest slum landlord. 

   One day lawyer Grubbs, offended that Brother Martin passed him up, went to the monastery to

complain to the prior.  “I’m an important man in this community,”  Grubbs shouted. “Your novice

treats me as if I am trash.”

   Not wishing to offend a wealthy man, the prior assured him that Brother Martin would visit him the

next morning. Then the lawyer left, the prior called the young novice. “It is not your task to judge the

character of those who wish to contribute to the work of this monastery. Tomorrow I want you to

take two sacks to the office of Mr. Grubbs and accept whatever he gives you.”

   Brother Martin silently agreed. The next morning his first stop was at the office of the lawyer.

While Grubbs filled the two sacks, he told Brother Martin what an honest and God-fearing man he

was. The novice never spoke a word. 

   When the lawyer finished loading the sacks, Brother Martin threw them over his shoulders and

headed back to the monastery. He hadn’t walked more than a step before a drop of blood fell from

the sacks. The farther he walked, the more blood fell. People along the way who noticed the sacks

dripping blood, said, “It looks like a meat day at the monastery. They will feast tonight!” Without a

word, Brother Martin continued on his way, leaving a trail of blood behind him.
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   When he reached the monastery, the brothers who saw him come in with blood-stained sacks

exclaimed,  “Brother  Martin  is  bringing meat  today!  And freshly  slaughtered!”  They  opened the

knapsacks, but they contained no meat. “Where did all the blood come from?”

   A grim faced Brother Martin replied, “There is a simple explanation. All  that Mr. Grubbs has

comes from the blood of the poor people he has robbed.”

   From that day, the men at the monastery no longer asked Brother Martin to visit the lawyer.1 

   In a similar way, our passage from Amos addresses those Israelites who outwardly think they are

the greatest, yet in their hearts and minds they are corrupt and sinful. Indeed, the whole northern

kingdom of Israel in the 8th century B.C.,  on the surface seemed peaceful and stable politically,

militarily, and economically, and even religiously. On a deeper level however, God was not happy

with the Israelites. The rich became ever richer by exploiting the poor and needy. Like the lawyer

Mr. Grubbs who exploited the poor and gave blood money to Brother Martin—so the rich citizen’s

money in Israel was blood money. 

   Therefore God called Amos, who was a shepherd-farmer from Tekoa, around 10 miles south of

Jerusalem,  to  be  God’s  prophet  in  the  northern  kingdom  of  Israel.  A  lot  of  Amos’s  prophetic

ministry seemed to have been at the worship centre of Bethel, around 11 miles north of Jerusalem

in  the  northern  kingdom.  That  is,  until  he was  expelled  from the royal  sanctuary  in  Bethel  for

preaching  his  prophetic  messages  that  God  gave  him.  You  see,  because  the  people  in  Israel

thought that everything was hunky-dory and going well for them, they didn’t want to hear prophetic

messages of gloom and doom; they didn’t want to accept the truth that they were guilty of treating

the poor and needy unjustly. How hard it was for poor Amos to confront the Israelites and preach a

message of judgement. I’m sure this must have weighed Amos down to be the bearer of bad news.

Indeed, it is interesting that the name “Amos” derived from a Hebrew verb, means “to load” or “to

carry a load.” Hence Amos fulfils the meaning of his name by faithfully being God’s prophet and

preaching God’s prophetic word that the people rejected and did not want to hear.

1 “Blood Money,” in: Wm. R. White, Stories For The Journey: A Sourcebook for Christian Storytellers (Minneapolis: 
Augsburg Publishing House, 1988), pp. 93-95. 
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   In today’s passage, Amos addresses the corrupt merchants of Israel. They “trample on the needy,

and bring to ruin the poor of the land.” Amos then, as God’s spokesperson tells these dishonest and

unjust merchants that he and God know what they are thinking and plotting, saying although they

outwardly seem to observe their religion—inwardly they cannot wait until the religious festivals and

sabbaths are over so they can open their businesses and continue to exploit the poor and needy. 

   Amos  points  out  that  there  were  three  ways  these  crooked  businesspeople  cheated  their

customers, both in buying and selling. The ephah was roughly the size of a bushel; by using an

undersized basket in selling, the customer was cheated. The shekel was a weight placed on one of

the trays of a scale when buying grain; when the weight was too heavy, the customer was cheated

again. Finally, the scales themselves were rigged. Downtown the customer was always wronged.

   Then Amos goes on to say that the poor and needy are sold as slaves when they owe as little as

the cost of a pair of sandals.  Moreover,  Amos charges these shady merchants with cheating in

another way by mixing chaff and scrap materials with the wheat which was sold.2  

   Amos’s prophetic word of judgement against these Israelite merchants was nothing new. In the

history of Israel, God had forbidden the Israelites to exploit the poor and needy by corrupt business

practices.  For  example,  one  of  the  commandments  is:  “You  shall  not  steal”  (Exod  20:15).  In

Leviticus 19:35-36, we read: “You shall not cheat in measuring length, weight, or quantity. You shall

have honest  balances,  honest  weights,  an honest  ephah,  and an honest  hin.”  The Israelite  hin

measure was one-sixth of a bath, or a little less than a gallon. All of these weights and measures

emphasised that God was a just God. In following honest weights and measures, God’s people

would be just, and the poor and needy would not be exploited.

   Amos’s  prophetic  word  is  as  valid  today  as  it  was  back  in  his  day.  There  are  corrupt

businesspeople and corrupt companies and corporations that exploit the poor and needy today too.

For example, one of the outcomes of the Coronavirus pandemic has been the rich getting richer

and the poor poorer. Some products are offered now in smaller quantities at more expensive prices.

The climate crisis we face now is the consequence of the human race’s sins against God’s creation

2 James Limburg, Hosea—Micah: Interpretation A Bible Commentary for Teaching and Preaching (Atlanta: John Knox
Press, 1988), pp. 120-121.
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by polluting the land, water and air, and causing the extinction and near extinction of many species,

for the sake of greedy gain and extreme wealth for some, and the cost of extreme poverty for others .

The list could go endlessly on. 

   However, I’d like to end with a good news message. In spite of our sins and their consequences,

God does still love us, care for us, and wants to be in relationship with us. May God’s love and grace

help us, in response, to love and care for the poor and needy.  For in loving and caring for them, we

are loving and serving Jesus himself.  
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